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Abstract12

The latitudinal distribution and properties of electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves13

determine the total effect of those waves on relativistic electrons. Here we describe the14

latitudinal variation of EMIC waves simulated self consistently in a dipole magnetic field15

for a plasmasphere or plume-like plasma at geostationary orbit with cold cold H+, He+,16

and O+, and hot protons with temperature anisotropy. The waves grow as they propagate17

away from the magnetic equator to higher latitude while the wave vector turns outward18

radially and the polarization becomes linear. We calculate the detailed wave spectrum in19

four latitudinal ranges varying from magnetic latitude MLAT close to 0◦ (magnetic equa-20

tor) up to 21◦. The strongest waves are propagating away from the magnetic equator, but21

some wave power propagating toward the magnetic equator is observed due to local gener-22

ation (especially close to the magnetic equator) or reflection. The He band waves, which23

are generated relatively high up on their dispersion surface, are able to propagate all the24

way to MLAT = 21◦, but the H band waves experience frequency filtering, with no equa-25

torial waves propagating to MLAT = 21◦ and only the higher frequency waves propagating26

to MLAT = 14◦. The result is that the wave power averaged k ∥ , which determines the rel-27

ativistic electron minimum resonance energy, scales like the inverse of the local magnetic28

field for the He mode, whereas it is almost constant for the H mode. While the perpen-29

dicular wave vector turns outward, it broadens. These wave fields should be useful for30

simulations of radiation belt particle dynamics.31

1 Introduction32

In order to quantitatively understand relativistic electron variability, it is essential33

to understand both acceleration and loss mechanisms [Summers et al., 2007; Shprits et al.,34

2008]. Electromagnetic Ion Cyclotron (EMIC) waves are thought to be a major loss mech-35

anism for relativistic electrons, especially in the dusk local time sector [Millan and Thorne,36

2007]. Fraser et al. [2006] give a brief review of EMIC waves.37

In quasi-linear diffusion, only electrons in resonance with the waves will be strongly38

affected by pitch angle scattering. A statistical study showed that most frequently the res-39

onant energy was above 2 MeV, though it could drop to as low as 500 keV when the to-40

tal density was large, such as might occur in the plasmasphere or a plasmaspheric plume41

[Meredith et al., 2003]. But some observations suggest that significant electron precipita-42

tion may commonly occur near 300 keV [Hendry et al., 2017, and references therein].43

To calculate the effect of EMIC waves on relativistic electrons, it will be necessary44

to consider the interaction along the entire particle path, which means that it will be nec-45

essary to understand how the wave properties vary with respect to latitude. Thus it’s nec-46

essary to know the distribution of wave power and polarization along magnetic field lines.47

It’s also important to understand the variation of k ∥ , the component of the wave vector48

parallel to the background magnetic field B. For resonance of electrons with EMIC waves,49

the wave frequency (below the proton gyrofrequency), can be ignored, so the resonance50

condition [e.g. Denton et al., 2015] is k ∥v∥ = Ωce/γ, where v∥ is the parallel component of51

the electron velocity, Ωce = eB/me, e is the proton charge, me is the electron mass, and γ52

is the relativistic factor for the electron. Therefore, k ∥ is a crucial parameter determining53

which electrons will be in resonance with the waves.54

One of the goals of this paper is to understand the variation of wave power, polar-55

ization, and k ∥ at different latitudes along the magnetic field line. In order to do this,56

we will use an innovative calculation of the spatial spectrum within different latitudinal57

ranges within the simulation. To our knowledge, such an investigation of the evolution of58

the spatial spectrum with respect to latitude has not previously been done. So this study59

can serve as a model for future investigations of the latitudinal dependence of a variety of60

magnetospheric waves.61
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To date, the EMIC wave fields used to calculate effects on relativistic particles have62

been found either from models [Omura and Zhao, 2012, 2013; Kubota et al., 2015] or sim-63

ulations in straight coordinates [Liu et al., 2010a,b]. But Denton et al. [2014] recently64

showed that it was possible to do full scale EMIC waves simulations in dipole field ge-65

ometry in a meridional plane. Here we use the same simulation code to calculate realistic66

two-dimensional wave fields and then examine their properties. Denton et al.’s emphasis67

was on the radial structure of the waves and the effects of differing composition. Here we68

concentrate on the latitudinal variation of the wave fields. A crucial factor affecting this69

variation is the geometry of the Earth’s dipole magnetic field. The curvature of the field70

leads to refraction, and the varying magnetic field strength leads to motion of wave pack-71

ets along the normalized dispersion surfaces.72

A description of the linear theory relevant to the simulation follows in section 2, and73

a description of the simulation itself follows in section 3; the simulated wave fields are74

described in section 4; and a summary follows in section 5.75

2 Linear Theory76

Figure 1f shows linear dispersion surfaces for parallel propagation using a mag-85

netic field of 100 nT for geostationary orbit and plasma populations with Ns , T∥s , and86

T⊥hot/T∥hot listed in Table 1, where Ns is the density for species s, and T∥s and T⊥s are87

the temperatures associated with thermal motion respectively parallel and perpendicular88

to B. (The other quantities in Table 1 will be discussed below in section 3.) In Figure 1f,89

the normalized frequency, ω/Ωcp, is plotted versus k ∥c/ωpi, where ω is the wave angular90

frequency, Ωcp ≡ eB/mp is the proton cyclotron frequency, mp is the proton mass, c is the91

speed of light, ωpi ≡
√

Nee2/(ϵ0mp) is the ion plasma frequency calculated using the total92

electron density (equal to the ion density if all particles are singly charged) and the proton93

mass, and ϵ0 is the electric permittivity of free space. The curves in Figure 1f were found94

using the electromagnetic dispersion code WHAMP [Ronnmark, 1982, 1983]. Missing95

sections of surfaces (dotted section of the R2 surface and high k ∥ parts of the He2 and O96

surfaces) are highly damped.97

Considering a plasma consisting of H+, He+, and O+ ions, EMIC waves can occur98

in three left-hand polarized (wave magnetic field rotating in a left-handed sense around99

B) wave bands [Andre, 1985; Hu et al., 2010], the H band (“H1” with “H2” in Figure 1f),100

the He band (“He1” with “He2” in Figure 1f), and the O band (“O” in Figure 1f). The101

H band, He band, and O band waves asymptote respectively to the H+ gyrofrequency, the102

He+ gyrofrequency, and the O+ gyrofrequency at large values of k ∥ (see the H2, He2, and103

O surfaces in Figure 1f). At parallel propagation (k⊥ = 0), as k ∥ approaches zero, the H104

band frequency decreases to a cutoff (k ∥ = 0) frequency above the He+ gyrofrequency, the105

He band frequency extends down to a cutoff frequency above the O+ gyrofrequency, and106

the O band uniquely extends down to zero frequency (see the H1, He1, and O surfaces in107

Figure 1f).108

The topology of the H and He band wave surfaces can be different, however, for fi-110

nite k⊥. For a cold plasma and at finite wave normal angle θkB between the wave vector k111

and B, the wave surfaces for parallel propagation split into parts that interconnect. In that112

case, for surfaces similar to those in Figure 1f (“similar to” because Figure 1f is not for a113

cold plasma), the high-frequency part of the right hand polarized service, R3, connects to114

H1; the high-frequency part of the H band surface, H2, connects to the medium frequency115

part of the right hand polarized surface, R2, and then to the low-frequency part of the He116

band surface, He1; and the high-frequency part of the He band surface, He2, connects to117

the low-frequency part of the right hand polarized surface, R1. In this case, the O band118

surface would be the only one that would not connect to another surface. Then traveling119

down the H2 or He2 surface, there there would be crossover frequencies (“X” symbols in120

Figure 1f) at which the polarization would switch from left-hand to right hand and pos-121
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Figure 1. (f) Linear dispersion surfaces (curves) of ω/Ωcp versus k ∥c/ωpp at parallel propagation, where
blue and red color is used respectively for left and right hand polarization and the other symbols are described
in the text; and, in the bottom 4 by 4 set of panels, wave power dB2/B2

0 per unit (k ∥c/ωpp)(ω/Ωcp) versus
k ∥c/ωpp on the horizontal axis, and ω/Ωcp on the vertical axis, at times (a) t = 40–60 s, (b) t = 60–80 s, (c)
t = 80–100 s, and (d) t = 100–120 s, and within the boxes of Figure 3 centered at (A) q = 0.1, (B) q =0.3,
(C) q = 0.5, and (D) q = 0.7. The color scale is different in each panel. The hue (particular color) indicates
the ellipticity as indicated in the 2D color bar in (e), but the variation from white to saturated color represents
logarithmic variation with 6 orders of magnitude up to the maximum power indicated in each panel.
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Table 1. Simulation Parameters at the normalization point, (q, r) = (0,1)109

Species s Ns (cm−3) T∥s (keV) β∥s
T⊥s

T∥s
psa

particles
cell

Hot H+ 1 10 0.403 2 6 8192
Cold H+ 27.6 0.002 0.002 1 4 256

Cold He+ 0.9 0.002 7 × 10−5 1 4 256
Cold O+ 0.5 0.002 4 × 10−5 1 4 256
Cold e- 30 0 0 NA Ne = Nion NA

aThe density of each species varies across field lines like L−ps .

sibly back again (for the H2/R2/He1 surface). Also, for both of these modes there is a122

bi-ion resonance at large k⊥, above the He+ gyrofrequency for the H (H2/R2/He1) band123

or above the O+ gyrofrequency for the He (He2/R1) band [Andre, 1985]. (This occurs for124

large perpendicular component of the wave vector, and is not shown in Figure 1f.) The125

resulting topology is quite complex; see the descriptions by Andre [1985] and Hu et al.126

[2010], and especially by Hu [2010].127

The topology of the cold plasma dispersion relations is not always applicable to a128

hot plasma. For the parameters used by Denton et al. [2014], with a hot component of129

protons present, the left hand polarized surfaces at parallel propagation continued to main-130

tain their topological integrity to quite large k⊥. For the parameters used in this paper131

(Table 1), the dispersion surfaces appear to be similar to those for a cold plasma at suf-132

ficiently large k⊥. But for k⊥/k ∥ up to about 1/8, the surfaces for parallel propagation ap-133

pear to be relevant.134

Figure 2 shows properties of a dispersion surface from a WHAMP run using the140

plasma parameters listed in Table 1, but with the hot anisotropic H+ population modified141

for magnetic latitude MLAT = 20.9◦, as described in Table S1 of the Supplementary In-142

formation file. As we will see shortly, 20.9◦ was the largest MLAT value at which we cal-143

culated wave properties, and large MLAT is where we expect that the waves will be most144

oblique and where the details of the dispersion surfaces will be most important. (But the145

difference in the wave surfaces at different MLAT is not great because the plasma is dom-146

inated by the cold components that have zero anisotropy (isotropic temperature) leading147

to constant density along the field line [Hu and Denton, 2009].) The locally normalized148

growth rate, γ/Ωcp,local, is plotted in Figure 2a, and the ellipticity is plotted in Figure 2b149

versus log10(k⊥c/ωpp) on the horizontal axis and log10(k ∥c/ωpp) on the vertical axis. Here150

Ωcp,local is the local proton gyrofrequency at 20.9◦, which is a factor of 1.8 larger than the151

equatorial proton gyrofrequency, Ωcp.152

Figure 2a shows that there is positive growth rate in the high frequency (ω/Ωcp,local >153

0.12) portion of the plot, which is surface He2 in Figure 1f. The branch cut shown in Fig-154

ure 2a divides surface He1 of Figure 1f on the left side of the cut from surface R1 of Fig-155

ure 1f. In Figure 2b, blue color represents negative ellipticity, corresponding to left hand156

polarized waves, whereas red color represents positive ellipticity, corresponding to right157

hand polarized waves; white color represents zero ellipticity, corresponding to linearly po-158

larized waves. Thus the region to the right of the branch cut in Figure 2b is right hand159

polarized, agreeing with our identification as surface R1 in Figure 1f. The plateau in fre-160

quency at the bottom right corner of Figures 2a and 2b is the O-He bi-ion frequency men-161

tioned above. If we were to extend the lower left-hand portion of Figures 2a and 2b to the162

right beyond the branch cut, the wave frequency eventually increases steeply with respect163

to k⊥, becoming right hand polarized and damped. This part of the surface would be R2164

in Figure 1f.165
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(a)

(b)

Branch

   Cut

Figure 2. Dispersion surfaces from WHAMP at MLAT = 20.9◦. (a) Locally normalized growth rate,
γ/Ωcp,local and (b) ellipticity versus log10(k⊥c/ωpp) on the horizontal axis and log10(k ∥c/ωpp) on the ver-
tical axis, using the color bars at the right side of the figure. The black curves are contours of the locally
normalized wave frequency, ω/Ωcp,local, with levels at multiples of 0.02. The discontinuity in frequency
marked “Branch Cut” in panel (a) is a jump between surfaces He1 and R1 of Figure 1.
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We will be running our simulation of EMIC waves over a timescale of about 100 s,166

corresponding to about 1000 Ω−1
cp for an equatorial magnetic field of 100 nT. In Table S1167

of the Supplementary Information file, we show instability parameters for the O, He, and168

H mode at four different latitudes. We estimate that the growth rate must be at least 4 ×169

10−3, leading to 4 growth times in 1000 Ω−1
cp , or an increase of a factor of e4 = 55, for170

observable waves to grow out of the numerical noise. From the results shown in Table S1,171

local growth can be observed up to MLAT = 13.7◦ for the He mode, but only up to 7.9◦172

for the H mode, and no local growth of O mode waves will be observable.173

The maximum growth rate shown in Figure 2a, 5.05 × 10−4Ωcp, is not large enough174

to cause wave significant growth in the time of our simulation. But waves can propagate175

from the magnetic equator to this latitude. As discussed by Denton et al. [2014], EMIC176

waves are usually most unstable in the vicinity of the magnetic equator where the temper-177

ature anisotropy of the hot protons, Ahot ≡ T⊥hot/T∥hot − 1, and plasma beta are largest178

[Hu and Denton, 2009; Hu et al., 2010]. The group velocity of EMIC waves is approx-179

imately along the magnetic field, so EMIC wave energy propagates along the magnetic180

field away from the magnetic equator toward the ionosphere. As the waves propagate to-181

ward the ionosphere, the wave frequency remains constant, but the gyrofrequencies of the182

various ion species increase due to the increasing magnetic field. Because of this, the nor-183

malized wave frequency, ω/Ωcp, decreases, so the waves move downward on the normal-184

ized wave surfaces in Figure 1f. At the same time, the waves refract outward because of185

the curvature of the magnetic field.186

If the waves propagate onto the right hand polarized surface on the right side of the187

branch cut in Figure 2b, they will reflect when they reach the O-He bi-ion frequency at188

high MLAT. If, on the other hand, they manage to stay on the left side of the branch cut189

in Figure 2b, they would reflect at the cutoff frequency for the He1 surface or where the190

frequency on the R2 surface (joining to the He1 surface) starts to increase. There is also191

the possibility of tunneling to the O wave band [Johnson and Cheng, 1999].192

In any case, if the waves refract strongly before reflecting, the polarization of the193

reflected waves will be linear, because all waves become more electrostatic and linear at194

large θkB. (See the white color in Figure 2b at large k⊥.)195

3 Simulation of wave fields196

The following description of the hybrid code simulation is similar to that of Den-197

ton et al. [2014]. The hybrid code was described in detail by Hu and Denton [2009] and198

Hu et al. [2010]. Particles are used for the ions, while the electrons are described by an199

inertialess fluid. The plasma is quasi-neutral, so the electron density is equal to the ion200

density. The magnetic field is advanced using Faraday’s law. The electric field is found201

from E = −Ve × B + ηJ, where B is the magnetic field, J = ∇ × B/µ0 (Ampere’s law), Ve202

is the electron velocity found using J = Ji − eNeVe, Ji is the ion current density, and µ0203

is the vacuum permeability. The resistivity η is nonzero only near the boundaries, where204

it damps the waves [Hu and Denton, 2009]; other than at these boundary regions, the par-205

allel electric field is zero. Therefore one limitation of our simulation is that there is no206

electron Landau damping. Landau damping would cause a reduction in obliquely prop-207

agating waves, that is, waves with wave vector not parallel to B, especially at the larger208

latitudes and at late times where reflected waves may be highly oblique [Hu et al., 2010].209

(As will be discussed in section 5, the dominant waves in this simulation are probably not210

greatly affected by Landau damping.)211

The hybrid code uses generalized orthogonal coordinates [Arfken, 1970], and here212

we employ dipole coordinates. The inner and outer L shell boundaries are along dipole213

field lines. But the background magnetic field in the interior of the simulation domain214

is not exactly exactly dipolar. The initial magnetic field was derived from an anisotropic215
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MHD simulation to get a near-equilibrium initial state [Hu et al., 2010]; but the initial216

state is still not a true equilibrium, and in this case, there are initially some small am-217

plitude large-scale oscillations, most clearly seen in the parallel fluctuations. (The large-218

scale color pattern in Figure 3Ab appears to be associated with an Alfven wave.) Once the219

EMIC waves grow to large amplitude, however, they totally dominate the wave power.220

The simulations are two dimensional representing a meridional plane. Only the227

northern half of this plane is simulated; symmetry conditions are used at the magnetic228

equator. The first coordinate q varies along the dipole magnetic field with value 0 at the229

magnetic equator and a value of 1 at our ionospheric boundary. The ionospheric bound-230

ary is at a magnetic latitude MLAT of 47◦ for the central L shell in the simulation. This231

range of latitude is large enough that the waves have passed through all relevant resonant232

surfaces before they reach the ionospheric boundary where they are damped. The q coor-233

dinate is chosen so that equal spacing in q corresponds to a distance in real space propor-234

tional to B along the central L shell in the simulation. (Since the coordinates are orthogo-235

nal, surfaces of constant q are also surfaces of the usual dipole coordinate that is orthogo-236

nal to L. There is freedom to choose a particular mapping between q and distance only at237

one particular L shell.) Since flux tubes have area ∝ 1/B, the volume of each cell in the238

simulation is exactly constant along the central field line and roughly constant at other L239

values; this is a good choice for simulation of Alfvén waves, and leads to a relatively even240

distribution of particles, which is good for keeping the numerical noise low. The second241

coordinate in our simulation is the normalized dipole L value, r = L/L0, where L0 = 6.6242

is the central L shell. We use a range of r of 0.96 to 1.04, corresponding to L varying243

from L1 = 6.34 to L2 = 6.86. The third coordinate is s, which is in the azimuthal direc-244

tion eastward.245

We assume a plasmasphere or plasmaplume-like plasma with Ne = 30 cm−3. In246

Table 1, we list the run parameters at the normalization point, which is at the middle r247

value (r = 1) at the magnetic equator (q = 0). The parallel plasma beta of the hot H+,248

β∥hot ≡ NhotT∥hot/(B2/(2µ0)) = 0.403. With T⊥hot/T∥hot = 2, the plasma is very unsta-249

ble, although not beyond the range of realistic conditions. Our ion inertial scale length,250

di ≡ c/ωpi = 41.4 km = 0.00652 RE. The simulation is full scale; that is, the ratio of251

the simulation di to RE is realistic. We used 769 grid points along the dipole magnetic252

field (q direction) and 97 across the magnetic field (r direction). These values were cho-253

sen in order to well resolve the relevant spatial scales. There are about 25 grid points per254

dominant parallel wavelength at the magnetic equator, and these waves are also resolved at255

higher latitude. At the central L shell, there were about 4 grid points per thermal gyrora-256

dius of the hot protons. In order to achieve low simulation noise, we used 8192 particles257

per grid point to simulate the ring current H+ and 256 particles per grid point to simulate258

each of the three remaining particle populations, cold H+, cold He+, and cold O+.259

In the initialization, Thot ≡ 2T⊥hot/3 + T∥hot/3 was set to be constant across L shells260

(flux surfaces), but Ns varied like L−ps , with the power law coefficients ps equal to 4 for261

the cold species, and 6 for the hot protons. The L−4 dependence for cold species is typical262

in the outer magnetosphere [Denton et al., 2004], whereas L−6 for the hot density com-263

bined with constant Thot and B ≈ L−3 means that βhot ≡ NhotThot/(B2/(2µ0)) was roughly264

constant across L shells [as sometimes approximately occurs, e.g. Lui et al., 1987]. The265

hot H+ anisotropy Ahot ≡ T⊥hot/T∥hot − 1 was set to 2 cos((π/2)(L − L0)/(L2 − L0)) at the266

magnetic equator, which means that the plasma was unstable in the middle L shall region267

of the simulation domain, but was stable near the L boundaries, where Ahot = 0. Along268

the field lines, the density and temperature of the cold species was constant, but the den-269

sity and temperatures of the hot protons varied along the field lines in accordance with270

anisotropic equilibrium [Hu and Denton, 2009].271

A major goal of deriving these simulation fields is to use them in test particle sim-272

ulations of radiation belt particle dynamics. Because of this, we didn’t want any wave273

power at grid scales, which are not accurately described in a finite difference simulation.274
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Figure 3. Left column (a) Component of wave magnetic field in the L direction perpendicular to the flux
surfaces, dBL , and right column (b) azimuthal component, dBs , positive into the page, at the four times
listed on the right side of the figure; both components are normalized to the background equatorial magnetic
field, B0. The roughly horizontal green curves are at MLAT = 10◦ (lowest curve), 20◦, 30◦, and 40◦ (highest
curve), while the nearly vertical green curve is the central equilibrium flux surface. The black boxes enclose
regions used for Fourier analysis, as described in the text.
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We ran our simulation using spatial smoothing at each time step (a 0.25/0.5/0.25 averag-275

ing stencil [Birdsall and Langdon, 1985] applied in each direction to the electric field, the276

ion current density, and the ion charge density in a way that preserves energy conserva-277

tion). Finally, in order to entirely eliminate grid scale structure, we filtered the electric and278

magnetic fields of the saved data in Fourier space, zeroing out modes with wave number279

greater than half the maximum (Nyquist) value in each direction. (This filtering is not en-280

ergy conserving, but is only applied to the wave fields after the simulation is finished.)281

4 Simulation wave fields282

The wave fields grow spontaneously from the simulation noise. In Figure 3, we283

show the wave magnetic field, normalized to the background magnetic field at the normal-284

ization point, at four times, t = 50 s, 70 s, 90 s, and 110 s. The roughly horizontal green285

curves in each panel are at MLAT = 10◦ (lowest curve), 20◦, 30◦, and 40◦ (highest curve).286

The central nearly vertical green curve in each panel is the equilibrium flux surface con-287

necting to the normalization point at q = 0; this is not exactly dipolar, which would be a288

vertical line in the plot. The L component in Figure 3a (first column) is perpendicular to289

the equilibrium flux surfaces rather than being strictly in the dipole r direction; positive s290

component is into the page. At each time, the equilibrium field is found by averaging the291

field between a time 10 s earlier and a time 10 s later. Then the instantaneous perturbed292

field dB is found at the times indicated by subtracting that equilibrium field.293

The waves grow at early times (see Figure 3A, the bottom panels) in the middle re-294

gion of L, where Ahot peaks, and close to the magnetic equator, where β∥hot is largest.295

(The magnetic field increases at large q toward the ionospheric boundary. Also, in anisotropic296

equilibrium, the hot density and anisotropy decrease at large q.) The waves do not grow297

exactly at the magnetic equator (q = 0) because of the symmetry boundary condition,298

which causes the wave fields to be zero there. At later times (upper panels in Figure 3),299

the wave fields have propagated upward close to the ionospheric boundary (q = 1).300

Close to the equator, dBL is nearly equal to dBs , which would be expected for par-301

allel propagating waves with circular polarization. Near q = 1, however, the azimuthal302

component, dBs , is larger than the L shell component, dBL , as expected for waves that are303

becoming more linearly polarized. (Because of Faraday’s law, and the fact that the gra-304

dients are only in the meridional plane, dBs is larger than dBL , which is usually the case305

also for observations.) Note also that the wave patterns of dBL (Figure 3a) have wave vec-306

tor that is much closer to being parallel (nearly horizontal wave fronts) than those of dBs307

(Figure 3b).308

The interference patterns in Figure 3Db suggest that there is considerable reflec-309

tion of waves at t = 110 s [see Hu et al., 2010], and that the reflected waves are sig-310

nificantly oblique, leading to interference dominantly for dBs rather than dBL . Note that311

the resistive layer (section 3) is only between q = 0.97 and 1, so the observed reflection,312

strongest between q = 0.8 and 0.9 (Figure 3Db), must be occurring at a natural frequency313

for the dominant He wave band, at the O-He bi-ion frequency or possibly the He cut-off314

frequency.315

4.1 Frequency distribution316

Figure 4 shows the wave power of transverse waves versus frequency for time in-320

tervals of 20 s centered on the times used for Figure 3. Before calculating the frequency321

spectrum, the data were windowed in time using a Welch data window [Press et al., 1986].322

The wave components dBL and dBs were combined into a complex transverse field with323

the frequency defined such that positive frequency represents right hand polarized waves,324

whereas negative frequency represents left hand polarized waves [Kodera et al., 1977].325

The waves near the magnetic equator (Figure 4A) are dominantly left hand polarized (neg-326
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ative frequency), although there is some mixture of left and right hand polarization. But327

at the largest range of q centered on q = 0.7, the wave power in the negative and positive328

frequencies is almost equal, indicating linear polarization.329

The gray vertical lines in Figure 4 are at the O+ and He+ gyrofrequencies, 1/16 and330

1/4 the proton gyrofrequency, respectively. The wave power at zero frequency is an arti-331

fact of how the power spectrum is calculated, and can be ignored. There is very little if332

any wave power in the O+ EMIC wave band below the O+ gyrofrequency (between the333

two innermost vertical gray lines). That is consistent with the fact that the linear growth334

rate for the O+ mode is small. The first time interval for which the power spectrum is cal-335

culated is for t = 40–60 s, plotted as the dotted black curves. The dominant early wave336

growth is in the He+ EMIC waveband between |ω/Ωcp | = 1/16 and 1/4. At q = 0.1,337

close to the magnetic equator, the peak in wave power drops sharply at the upper fre-338

quency limit for the He+ band, |ω/Ωcp | = 1/4. At larger q values, the He+ mode peak339

in wave power overlaps |ω/Ωcp | = 1/4, suggesting that there are some locally generated340

waves at the higher latitudes. This is because the frequency of waves is constant as they341

propagate along the magnetic field line. So if the waves had simply propagated from near342

the magnetic equator, there would also be a steep drop in wave power at |ω/Ωcp | = 1/4343

at the larger q values. Note that our normalization is to the proton gyrofrequency at the344

magnetic equator (q = 0), and the normalized frequency at higher q would be lower if345

the local gyrofrequency were used for the normalization. Thus it appears that the waves346

at |ω/Ωcp | = 1/4 are generated locally at larger q where the locally normalized wave fre-347

quency is lower. At later times (progressing from the blue to green to red curves), there is348

also wave growth in the H EMIC wave band at frequencies above |ω/Ωcp | = 1/4.349

Note the progression of wave power along the field line away from the magnetic350

equator. The He band wave power in Figure 4A (q = 0.1) and Figure 4B (q = 0.3) reaches351

its highest values for the last three time intervals (blue, green, and red curves); but in Fig-352

ure 4C (q = 0.5), the maximum He band wave power occurs only for the last two time353

intervals (green and red curves); and in Figure 4D (q = 0.7), the maximum He band wave354

power occurs only at the last time interval (red curve). Similarly, H band wave power in355

Figure 4A (q = 0.1) does not grow appreciably until the second time interval (blue curve),356

but it is not observed in Figure 4B (q = 0.3) until the third time interval (green curve).357

Highest up on the field line in Figure 4D (q = 0.7), the H band power does not become358

appreciable even within the last time interval (red curve).359

4.2 k∥ distribution360

Figure 5 shows the wave power versus k ∥c/ωpp in a format similar to that of Fig-364

ure 4. Here the sign of k ∥ is chosen so that positive sign corresponds to waves propagat-365

ing away from the magnetic equator, and negative sign corresponds to waves propagating366

toward the magnetic equator. (Assuming the functional form exp(i(ωt − k ∥s)), waves prop-367

agate in the positive s direction if the Fourier transformed k ∥ , has the same sign as ω.)368

In general, there is a preference for waves propagating in the positive direction away from369

the magnetic equator; each peak at negative k ∥ in Figure 5 is smaller than the correspond-370

ing peak at positive k ∥ . But there are some regions where significant wave growth in the371

negative direction occurs.372

The time evolution of the k ∥ distribution of wave power is more complicated than373

that of the frequency. The initial waves (black curves) are strongly dominant in the posi-374

tive direction, although there is some small growth with negative k ∥ , especially at q = 0.3375

(Figure 5B). (The early wave power overlapping k ∥ = 0 may be associated with large-scale376

oscillations.) The wave power with positive k ∥ appears to grow in time while it propagates377

away from the magnetic equator. For instance, the black peak at q = 0.1 in Figure 5A378

may lead to the blue peak at q = 0.3 in Figure 5B, then to the green peak at q = 0.5 in379

Figure 5C, and finally to the red peak at q = 0.7 in Figure 5D. On the other hand, we380
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would not expect the waves with negative k ∥ to propagate away from the magnetic equa-381

tor. Two effects may explain the development of the wave power with negative k ∥ . First of382

all, note that the peaks at k ∥c/ωpp ∼ −0.25 first grow off the equator at q = 0.3 (black and383

blue curves in Figure 5B); then the negative k ∥ wave power at about that value of k ∥c/ωpp384

appears later at q = 0.1 (blue, green, and red curves in Figure 5A). But there is also re-385

flection of waves, as suggested by Figure 3Db. The reflection is presumably at the O-He386

bi-ion frequency and is discussed more in section 4.3 below.387

The peaks in k ∥ shift to smaller values at larger q (comparing Figure 5D to Fig-388

ure 5A). At least for the dominant He mode, this can be explained based on the alter-389

ation of the dispersion relation due to the larger off-equatorial magnetic field. This will390

be demonstrated more quantitatively in section 4.4.391

4.3 Distribution of wave power versus k∥ and ω392

The panels in Figure 1A–D show the distribution of wave power versus k ∥c/ωpp393

on the horizontal axis and ω/Ωcp on the vertical axis at the same times and positions as394

were used in Figure 4. Here, in order to show the different dispersion surfaces, six orders395

of magnitude of wave power are shown in each panel, with saturated color corresponding396

to the maximum wave power indicated next to the label in each panel. Blue color, green397

color, and red color correspond to left hand polarized, linearly polarized, and right hand398

polarized waves, as indicated by the two dimensional color bar (showing ellipticity and399

relative power) in Figure 1e.400

Concentrating first on Figure 1Aa (q = 0.1 at t = 40–60 s), the blue regions repre-401

sent the EMIC waves. The blue color at ω/Ωcp < 0.25 is the He band, and the blue color402

between ω/Ωcp = 0.25 and 1.0 is the H band. Note that, in agreement with Figure 1f,403

for which the blue curves are terminated where the damping becomes large, that the H404

band wave power extends out to larger k ∥ than the He band wave power. Note also that405

the H band extends to ω/Ωcp > 1 farther from the magnetic equator (rows C and D). As406

mentioned in section 4.3, this is because the normalization is to Ωcp at the normalization407

point, which is at the magnetic equator. Using the local gyrofrequency, the normalized408

frequency would be below unity as is normal for H band waves.409

The red color at higher frequencies in Figure 1A–B is the whistler mode [see also,410

e.g., Ofman et al., 2017]. Since the whistler mode is stable and results from noise in the411

simulation, it is most prominent when the maximum wave power is small (comparing Fig-412

ure 1Da to Figure 1Cc).413

Figure 6 is similar to Figure 1A–D except that now the variation from white to sat-420

urated color represents linear variation from zero to the maximum power indicated next to421

the label in each panel. This plot accentuates the dominant wave power. As was noted in422

reference to Figures 4 and 5, the dominant wave power is in the He band with k ∥ > 0 in-423

dicating propagation away from the magnetic equator. At t = 40–60 s, the maximum wave424

power is at q = 0.1; at t = 60–80 s, the maximum wave power is at q = 0.3; at t = 80–425

100 s, the maximum wave power is at q = 0.5; and at t = 100–120 s, the maximum wave426

power is at q = 0.7. At t = 60–80 s, some wave power in the H band starts to appear at427

q = 0.1 (Figure 6Ab). Observable H band wave power propagates to q = 0.3 by t = 100–428

120 s (Figure 6Bd). Wave power with negative k ∥ also begins to appear at t = 60–80 s429

(Figure 6Ab). As explained in section 4.2, this wave power might have propagated toward430

the magnetic equator from q ∼ 0.3. At the final time, t = 100–120 s (column d), wave431

power with negative k ∥ appears also at other positions along the magnetic field line. The432

later occurrence probably results mostly from reflection, though there could be some local433

growth with smaller linear growth rate at high latitude.434

Also shown in each panel of Figure 6 are the left hand polarized surfaces (black435

curves) for H band (upper black curves), He band (middle black curves), and O band436
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(lower black curves) and right hand polarized services (magenta curves) for parallel prop-437

agating waves propagating away from the magnetic equator (positive k ∥), as were plot-438

ted in Figure 1f. Since the dispersion surfaces yield ω normalized to the local magnetic439

field, but the frequency in all the panels of Figure 6 (plotted on the vertical axis) is nor-440

malized to the equatorial magnetic field, we shift the equatorial dispersion relations up in441

frequency in the figure by the ratio of the local to equatorial magnetic field. We also show442

the position on the dispersion relations where the right hand polarized waves cross the left443

hand polarized waves as black crosses.444

All of the observed waves lie close to the linear dispersion relations. As was noted445

earlier, the He band waves are the strongest. As the forward propagating He band waves446

propagate up to q = 0.7, the frequency of the waves is constant, and so is ω/Ωcp because447

Ωcp is the cyclotron frequency at the fixed equatorial normalization point. But if ω were448

normalized to the local gyrofrequency, its normalized frequency would decrease at larger449

MLAT. Alternately, the dispersion surfaces are rising relative to the fixed frequency of the450

waves. Then as the waves move down on the locally normalized dispersion surface, they451

also move to smaller k ∥c/ωpp . (The normalization factor for the wave vector, c/ωpp, is452

not strongly dependent on latitude because the equilibrium cold density is constant along453

field lines.) This reduction in k ∥c/ωpp is greatest at the larger latitudes where the local to454

equatorial magnetic field ratio is the largest. The local to equatorial magnetic field ratio is455

about 1., 1.1, 1.3, and 1.8 in Figure 6A, 6B, 6C, and 6C, respectively (Table S1).456

The He band waves become linearly polarized when the frequency approaches the457

crossover frequency (black crosses), as shown in Figure 6Cd and Dd. It is possible then458

that the He mode wave power is transitioning through the crossover frequency from sur-459

face He2 in Figure 1f to the right hand polarized surface R1. But the polarization could460

also become linear because the waves are becoming highly oblique.461

The He band waves started to grow high up on their linear dispersion curve, and462

were thus able to continue to move down the locally normalized dispersion curve, even463

to q = 0.7. Because the dispersion curve is roughly linear in that regime, it explains the464

previously observed variation of k ∥ , expected to be roughly proportional to 1/B. The H465

band wave power, on the other hand, starts growing close to the crossover frequency and466

not far above the He-H bi-ion frequency or cutoff frequency (low k ∥ limit) of the left-467

hand polarized H mode (upper curve in Figure 6A). As explained by Denton et al. [2014],468

the normalized frequency of linearly unstable waves is limited by the anisotropy such that469

ω/Ωcp,local < A/(A+1) (their equation 7), where Ωcp,local is the local proton gyrofrequency.470

For an anisotropy of 1, the normalized frequency must be less than 0.5. The result is that471

the He band waves can be driven on the high-frequency part of their dispersion curve,472

but the H band waves must be driven on the low-frequency part of their dispersion curve.473

Therefore, there is not much room for the H band waves to travel down the locally nor-474

malized dispersion surface before reflecting; H band waves are strongest at q = 0.1 and475

q = 0.3 (Figure 6A and 6B). Within this range of MLAT, B does not vary greatly (only by476

1.1 to q = 0.3), so not much variation is seen in k ∥ for the H band waves.477

4.4 Latitudinal dependence of dominant wave478

Now we plot in Figure 7 the properties of the dominant waves propagating away484

from the magnetic equator (k ∥ > 0). At each time and latitude (q), we calculate the total485

wave power and the power weighted average k ∥ and ϵ for the He and H wave bands. The486

results are shown in Figure 7. The strongest wave power is slightly less than 2 × 10−3B2
0487

in the He band at q = 0.5 (green curve in Figure 7Aa). This implies a wave amplitude of488

roughly
√

2 × 10−3 = 0.045B0 normalized to the equatorial magnetic field, or 0.04/1.3 =489

0.03 normalized to the local magnetic field at q = 0.5. This is a large but not unrealistic490

value.491
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Consider first the wave power in the He band (Figure 7a). Initially, the wave power492

is strongest off the magnetic equator at q = 0.3 (blue curve in Figure 7Aa); but later, at493

t = 90 s, the strongest wave power is at q = 0.5 (green curve); and at the last time plot-494

ted, t = 110 s, the strongest wave power is at q = 0.7 (red curve). This implies propa-495

gation of the wave power away from the magnetic equator, as we have already discussed.496

The He wave power at q = 0.7 appears still to be growing (red curve in Figure 7a), so497

it might rise at later times to slightly higher values than the highest values at q = 0.5498

(green curve). The power weighted average of k ∥ decreases at larger q (comparing the499

different curves in Figure 7Ba), consistent with Figures 5 and 6. But when we multiply500

k ∥ by B/B0 (Figure 7Ca), the resulting product is almost invariant. This demonstrates the501

k ∥ ∝ 1/B scaling that we discussed in section 4.3. The power weighted average ellipticity502

(Figure 7Fa) is more negative (more left-handed) close to the magnetic equator at q = 0.1,503

and is close to zero, indicating linear polarization, at q = 0.7. The ellipticity at q = 0.1504

is most negative at the earliest time, and farther away from the magnetic equator the ellip-505

ticity is most negative when the strongest wave power propagates up to that position from506

close to the magnetic equator. For instance, the ellipticity is most negative at q = 0.7 at507

t = 110 s when the wave power reaches a maximum at that position.508

Now consider the wave power in the H band (Figure 7b). In this case, the wave509

power never becomes large at q = 0.7 (red curve in Figure 7Ab), and the wave power510

at q = 0.5 (green curve in Figure 7Ab) only becomes larger than that at q = 0.1 (black511

curve in Figure 7Ab) at the end of the simulation when the wave power at q = 1 drops512

significantly. As we saw from Figure 6, the wave power in the H band generated near the513

magnetic equator is not able to propagate to q = 0.7 because at that latitude the normal-514

ized wave frequency of the equatorially generated waves has decreased below the cutoff515

frequency. Therefore the H band wave power observed at q = 0.7 must be generated lo-516

cally. While some of the higher frequency portion of the H band wave power generated517

equatorially may be able to propagate to q = 0.5 (if ω/Ωcp is at least as great as 0.36;518

see Figure 6C), the strongest wave power generated equatorially in the H band has lower519

frequency (see Figure 6Ac) and will not be able to propagate to q = 0.5. For this rea-520

son, the waves in the H band observed at q = 0.5 are either locally generated waves with521

higher frequency or waves that have propagated away from the magnetic equator, but lim-522

ited to the higher frequencies. In either case, the higher frequency waves are associated523

with higher k ∥ . For this reason, the power averaged k ∥ is not ∝ 1/B (Figure 7Cb) like it524

was for the He band because the dominant waves observed close to the magnetic equator525

are not the same waves that are observed at q ≥ 0.5. Rather the wave power averaged526

k ∥ is almost constant with respect to q (Figure 7Bb). Like we saw for the He band, the527

power weighted average ϵ becomes closer to zero at larger q. The values of ϵ are a little528

closer to zero for the H band compared to the He B band, possibly because the H band529

waves are generated lower in relative frequency on their wave band or because they are530

not as well developed (smaller amplitude).531

4.5 k⊥ dependence532

Figure 8 shows the distribution of wave power with respect to k⊥ with respect to536

time (different curves) and position along the field line (different panels). Note that the537

precipitous drop in wave power at large k⊥ is due to the low pass filtering to eliminate538

grid scale waves. As was the case for k ∥ , positive k⊥ corresponds to propagation in the539

positive L direction. At the earliest time close to the magnetic equator (black curve in540

Figure 8A), the peak in the distribution is close to k⊥ = 0 and the peak is relatively nar-541

row. The central value of the peak and the width of the distribution both increase with542

increasing time and q. On the other hand, the peak values of k ∥ decrease at large q, at543

least for the dominant He band waves, due to the motion of the locally normalized wave544

frequency down the dispersion relation, as discussed in section 4.3. These opposite trends545

coordinate with the turning of the wave fronts to become more oblique at large q.546
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Figure 7, discussed in section 4.4, shows the power weighted average k⊥c/ωpp (Fig-547

ure 7D) and wave normal angle θkB = tan−1(k⊥/k ∥) (Figure 7E) using the wave power548

weighted average values of k for He band (Figure 7a) and H band (Figure 7b) waves prop-549

agating away from the magnetic equator (k ∥ > 0). Because the waves refract outward550

as they propagate away from the magnetic equator [Denton et al., 2014], the values of551

k⊥c/ωpp and θkB are larger farther away from the magnetic equator (comparing, e.g., the552

red curves in Figure 7D and E to the black curves).553

Figure 9 shows the wave power distribution for the He band waves versus k ∥c/ωpp561

and k⊥c/ωpp within the boxes of Figure 3 at four different locations along the field line562

in the four time intervals studied in this paper. Similarly, Figure 10 shows the same infor-563

mation, but for the H band waves. These plots show many features already mentioned, the564

transition to linear polarization, the decrease in k ∥ , and the broadening and shift of k⊥ to565

more positive values at large q. Figures 9 and 10 also show that k⊥ shifts to more positive566

values (outward propagation) for negative as well as positive k ∥ .567

4.6 Data files568

In the Supplementary Information file, we describe data files for this paper. These569

include time-dependent values of the q, r , and s components of the magnetic and electric570

field (data set ds01); the instantaneous parallel, L, and s components of the magnetic and571

electric field at the four times shown in Figure 3 (ds02); and the Fourier transformed mag-572

netic and electric field within the boxes of Figure 3 using the four time intervals studied in573

this paper (ds03). All of these files are available in a Zenodo data repository. In addition,574

there are Matlab programs that read the data and generate a plot.575

5 Summary576

We have examined in detail the latitudinal evolution of electromagnetic ion cyclotron577

(EMIC) waves in an approximately dipole magnetic field for one particular case. The cold578

density is relatively high representing a plasmasphere or plume-like plasma at geostation-579

ary orbit, and the temperature anisotropy of the hot protons, A = T⊥,hot/T∥,hot is limited580

to unity. The parameters vary in space such that the most unstable conditions are near the581

magnetic equator on the central field line.582

The two main effects of the dipole geometry are curvature, which causes radially583

outward turning of the wave vector [Denton et al., 2014], and the increase in the equilib-584

rium magnetic field at high latitude, which causes waves that propagate away from the585

magnetic equator to move downward on normalized dispersion surfaces.586

Waves grow out of the numerical noise near, but not exactly at, the magnetic equa-587

tor. If the symmetry boundary condition at the magnetic equator were relaxed, waves588

might grow there [Hu and Denton, 2009]. As the waves propagate along magnetic field589

lines away from the magnetic equator, they grow and their wave vector turns radially out-590

ward, leading to linear polarization at the higher latitudes. The strongest waves propagate591

away from the magnetic equator, but some wave power propagating toward the magnetic592

equator is observed due to local generation (especially close to the magnetic equator) and593

reflection at high latitudes.594

Since we don’t have parallel electric field in the simulation, there is no Landau damp-595

ing and the growth of oblique waves is likely overestimated. Consider He mode waves that596

propagate up to MLAT = 20.9◦. We expect that the strongest He mode waves will be gen-597

erated with the largest growth rate at the magnetic equator; these waves have ω/Ωcp =598

0.184 (Supplementary Information Table S1). When He waves with ω/Ωcp = 0.184 ar-599

rive at MLAT = 20.9◦, the locally normalized gyrofrequency, ω/Ωcp,local, will be a factor600

of 1.8 smaller, 0.104 (Table S1). Figure 2b shows that this is just below the crossover fre-601
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Figure 9. Distribution of wave power (dB/B0)2 versus k ∥c/ωpp on the horizontal axis and k⊥c/ωpp on
the vertical axis per unit k ∥ k⊥(c/ωpp)2 for the He wave band within the boxes of Figure 3 centered at (A)
q = 0.1, (B) q = 0.3, (C) q = 0.5, and (D) q = 0.7, for (a) t = 40–60 s, (b) t = 60–80 s, (c) t = 80–100 s, and
(d) t = 100–120 s. In each panel, the wave power is plotted with a linear scale, where white represents zero
wave power, and saturated color is the maximum power listed next to each panel label. The hue, or particular
color, represents the ellipticity, as shown in the color scale above Figure 9Da
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Figure 10. Similar to Figure 9, except showing the wave power distribution of the H band waves.560
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quency in the bottom right portion of the plot. We estimate that a damping rate will have602

to be as large (negatively) as −1 × 10−3 to cause significant damping in a time interval of603

300 Ω−1
cp so as to make a noticeable effect in our simulation (damped by factor 1.3). On604

the lower right-hand surface of Figure 2a, we find that the damping rate is less than this605

value up to θkB of at least 81◦. But the dominant waves in the simulation have θkB less606

than 81◦ (Figure 7E).607

Similar results are found at smaller MLAT, for which the equatorial waves are higher608

up in locally normalized wave frequency. The result of this analysis is that Landau damp-609

ing, neglected in our simulation, is not likely to lead to significant damping of the dom-610

inant waves that we simulate. There may be some wave damping, especially at the final611

time of the simulation where we see reflected waves (Figure 3D). If the simulation were612

run to larger times, as was done by Hu et al. [2010], then all the waves in the simulation613

would have been reflected and large θkB would result from the large spatial gradients in614

wave power. In that case, the effect of neglecting Landau damping might be significantly615

greater.616

By examining the wave power in limited regions, we were able to calculate the wave617

vector of the waves and show how the waves move down their dispersion surface. The H618

band waves experienced a frequency filtering effect. Only higher frequency waves could619

propagate to high latitudes because the lower frequency waves were reflected when the620

locally normalized wave frequency decreased to the He-H bi-ion frequency or H band cut-621

off frequency. This effect also occurs for the He band waves, but at higher latitude than622

where we calculated the wave properties. Within the range of MLAT that we considered,623

0◦ to 21◦, the wave power averaged k ∥ was roughly proportional to the inverse of the local624

magnetic field for the He band waves, consistent with their motion along the dispersion re-625

lation. But the wave power averaged k ∥ of the H band waves was almost constant because626

of the frequency filtering (see section 4.4). At the same time that k ∥ decreased for the627

He band waves, the central value of k⊥ increased and the peak broadened for both wave628

bands.629

Our goal was to simulate waves in a local region of L shell. Hu and Denton [2009]630

showed that if a large region of L shell is unstable, the waves tend to break up into sepa-631

rately coherent sections.632

The wave fields that we have simulated should be useful for quasi-linear and test633

particle simulations of radiation belt particle dynamics. In this simulation, the dominant634

H band waves have slightly larger k ∥ than the dominant He band waves, and some H band635

wave power extends to significantly higher frequency with correspondingly higher k ∥ (Fig-636

ure 6Ac). This is in disagreement with equation (7) of Denton et al. [2015], who assume637

that waves in both He and H bands are in resonance with hot protons having parallel ve-638

locity equal to the hot proton parallel thermal velocity. Apparently the H band waves are639

driven by lower velocity protons than are the He band waves. (Note that in the simulation640

of Denton et al. [2014] used by Denton et al. [2015], the H band waves did not appear in641

the same spatial region as the He band waves; and Denton et al. [2015] examined only the642

dominant waves.) The result is that in this case the minimum resonant energy of radia-643

tion belt electrons will be lower for interaction with the H band waves, especially with the644

higher frequency H band waves.645
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